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● Domain-specific keyphrase extraction models are widely 
used in many real-world applications 

● Keyphrase extraction can be performed via pre-trained or 
unsupervised models. However, such models might suffer 
from a lack of domain-specific knowledge 

● It is still unclear whether the training set extracted from 
annotations with multiple annotation/review steps would 
increase the performance of supervised keyphrase 
extraction models significantly

● Main contribution:
○ Experimentally analyzes the tradeoff between the cost 

of annotation strategies and their impacts on 
classification and sequence labeling keyphrase extraction 
models’ performance 

○ Results demonstrate that different strategies should be 
selected depending on specific metrics (e.g., precision)

Keyphrase Extraction Models Model Performance Comparison

Conclusion

Understanding the Tradeoff between Cost and Quality of 
Expert Annotations for Keyphrase Extraction 

Annotation Procedure 

Annotation Data Analysis

Three experts receive a training and pass a test on the 
understanding of the task and the BRAT interface. They 
develop guidelines, and annotate 20 listing descriptions for 
testing and 50 for training data and record the labeling time.

● Guidelines
○ The annotation guidelines are created by experts through 

multiple annotation-discussion iterations 
○ The experts may combine guidelines to select or reject a 

keyphrase

● Coding Procedure for Training Set
○ Performing review after original annotations to improve 

the quality of the keyphrase labels
○ Experts reviews their own annotations and make 

adjustments in a self-review process; while, in a peer-
review process, they correct other annotations and make 
final decisions

● Different annotation strategies can be considered depending on a specific metric
● Exploiting domain-specific knowledge and expert annotations is important for 

keyphrase extraction problems
● This work is limited to one small dataset in one specific domain
● Our priority is to investigate whether the approach is valid for other NLP tasks such as 

relation extraction 
● Investigating how useful the generated code book for weak supervision modeling 
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● Features: linguistic-based features 
(e.g., length of n-grams, POS of 
tokens, contain entities) and 
statistics-based features (e.g., dtf, ctf, 
tf-idf, c-value)

● Non-binary numerical features are 
binned and discretized and 
represented as one-hot encodings

● Using Glove pre-trained word 
embeddings of 100-dimensions and 
the dimension of character 
embeddings is set to 30

● Using a 300-dimension hidden layer 
for the character learning model as 
well as the main model

● The models are trained using mini-
batch stochastic gradient descent 
with momentum 

Classification Model

Sequence Labeling Model

● Statistics: we focus on the real-estate domain in English and create a dataset with 50 and 20
listing descriptions for training and evaluation. The average length of the sampled listing 
descriptions was 125 words, with some having as few as 50 and as many as 500 

● n-grams in Selected Keyphrases: Figure 3 shows that the majority of selected keyphrases are 
bigrams (around 40%), trigrams account for about 30% and unigrams are the least common 
keyphrases

● As seen from Figure 5, the number of added/removed keyphrases in the peer-review process is 
around 5 times more than that in self-review process and that the number of added keyphrases is 
higher than removed in both self- and peer-review processes 

Figure 4: The ratio of keyphrases with different lengths of n-grams.
Figure 1: Process of generating training data based on peer-review.

Figure 2: Keyphrase extraction classification model work flow (LogReg).

Figure 3: Bi-LSTM-CRF model for keyphrase extraction 

Figure 5: The average number of keyphrases 
added and removed per listing description 
during self and peer review steps.

● Precision vs. Time: using orig-three-unanimity results in the highest precision value
● Recall vs. Time: the best recall was achieved by peer-two-union with regard to time
● F1-score vs. Time: the best performance was achieved by peer-two-unanimity for 

LogReg and by peer-three-majority for Bi-LSTM-CRF models 
● Precision and Recall vs. Voting Rule: the more agreement, the higher precision, and 

the larger the size of the training data, the higher the recall 

● We investigate three review types: (1) orig: original (2) self : self-review, or (3) peer: 
peer-review; and three voting rules: (1) union: annotated by at least one expert, (2) 
majority: annotated by two or more experts, or (3) unanimity: annotated by all three 
experts. In total, we generate 18 different training data sets

● LogReg vs. Bi-LSTM-CRF: the recall of 
LogReg model is higher than Bi-LSTM-CRF 
model; on the other hand, the precision of the 
latter is higher than the former

● The supervised models trained with orig-one
dataset outperform the unsupervised models 

Figure 6: LogReg vs. Bi-LSTM-CRF: keyphrase extraction in real estate. The  yellow  keyphrases are true 
positives and the blue ones are false negatives.
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